NIH Grant-Writing Course Library Now Available

Courses sponsored and paid for by the OSUCCC Center for Cancer Mentoring, Education, Leadership and Oncology-Related Training (CAMELOT) and The Ohio State University Department of Internal Medicine

The OSUCCC – James and Ohio State Department of Internal Medicine have contracted with Meg Bouvier Medical Writing, LLC, to provide a library of virtual, self-paced training courses to assist scientists in successfully applying for research grants from the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

Meg Bouvier, who has a PhD in biomedical sciences, formerly worked as a staff writer at the NIH. Since 2007 she has specialized in editing and advising on NIH submissions, and she began offering virtual courses in 2015.

Grantsmanship training can support not only the current submission, but improve a researcher’s skills going forward in their role as grantee, mentor and reviewer.

To view her full library of titles, you will need to register and follow the access instructions. The organizational coupon code is “OSUCCC NIH TRAINING.” You will need to create an account using your @osumc.edu or @osu.edu email address and create a password.

View a brief video on how to access the library.

CURRENT LIBRARY TITLES (Click links below):

NIH Ready: R Series
NIH Ready: P & U Series
NIH Ready: T32
NIH Ready: K Series
The NIH Rigor Scoring Criteria
Recent Changes to NIH Clinical Trials
Building Your Biomedical Research Funding Portfolio
Mistakes Commonly Made on NIH Grant Applications
Best Practices: Increasing Your NIH Funding Portfolio
Understanding The NIH Review Process
Choosing Your NIH Funding Mechanism
Deadline-Push: 10-Wk Workplan

If you have any questions, contact camelot@osumc.edu.